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Introduction to SWAYAM and its offerings

● Anyone, anywhere, anytime learning
● Learning at no cost
● Equity in access to quality education 
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Introduction to SWAYAM and its offerings
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NPTEL Courses

https://nptel.ac.in/statistics.html

https://nptel.ac.in/statistics.html
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SWAYAM Examination

Exams in 100 + 
Cities in India

Planned and 
Scheduled Exam

Computer based 
and Pen & Paper 
exams conducted

Proctored Exams



Elements of LCM model
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Workshop agenda

Using SWAYAM courses in classrooms

Two LCM elements and hands on activities for both

● Within the classrooms
○ LeD (Video with reflection spot)

● Outside the classrooms
○ LxT (Additional reference material + Assimilation quiz)
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Lecture Videos 

Write down two disadvantages of Lecture Videos in Online course.
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Monolog V/s Dialog

▪ One sided

▪ No interaction

▪ Can become boring

▪ May lose concentration

▪ Two way

▪ Learner interaction

▪ Breaks monotony

▪ Engagement



Structure of a Learning Dialog
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Example 1

https://youtu.be/-Su8gbsZyJ8 [0:36 - 1:12 – 2:30]
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Example 2
https://youtu.be/pS_QHoIvzJU

https://onlinecourses.swayam2.ac.in/imb19_mg15/unit?unit=5&lesson=16

https://youtu.be/pS_QHoIvzJU
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Example 3
https://www.coursera.org/learn/digital-analytics/lecture/487oL/lesson-2-pre
paring-for-the-analysis-journey-part-1

https://www.coursera.org/learn/digital-analytics/lecture/487oL/lesson-2-preparing-for-the-analysis-journey-part-1
https://www.coursera.org/learn/digital-analytics/lecture/487oL/lesson-2-preparing-for-the-analysis-journey-part-1
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Implementation - Different ways

Play video in 
classroom and 
pause the video. 

Reflection spot: 
Ask questions and 
Start discussion

Play Learning 
Dialog Videos 
(LeD) in 
classroom.

Ask questions and 
Start discussion 

Create LeD 
videos

Ask students to 
watch them and 
come prepared 
for the class.

 1  2  3
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Creating ‘interactive’ LeDs (h5p)

https://h5p.org/node/673634

https://h5p.org/node/673634
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Activity - Identify a Reflection Spot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=111&v=3GeRnMX8yrw&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=111&v=3GeRnMX8yrw&feature=emb_logo
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Learning Dialog Videos

Write down two Advantages of Lecture Dialog Videos.

https://youtu.be/E-DHbhtC978

(4.11)

https://youtu.be/E-DHbhtC978
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Activity - Reflection Spot

http://padlet.com/jkm/jktest

http://padlet.com/jkm/jktest
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Demo
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Classroom teaching: Do we need anything else?

Activity 

Why do you think is the reference list/ additional references given at 
the end or as a part of any course? 

Think:

List down 2 main reasons

Pair

Discuss your views with your shoulder partner

Share

Tell us the reasons you have identified
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As a teacher while teaching any course/s, an interesting way to sort the 
contents of the course is as follows: 

● Must Know - can't do the task without it
● Should Know - will assist in completing the task more effectively
● Could Know - would be nice if they know this

Discussion
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As a teacher, I need to address the diversity in my classroom with 
respect to:

▪ Interest
▪ Learning abilities
▪ Future needs 
▪ Age
▪ Cultural 
▪ Motivation
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Structure of Learning eXtension Trajectories



Course on Food Technology
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Example (LxT + Assimilation Quiz)

https://www.ugc.ac.in/pdfnews/6722137_B.Sc.-_H_-FOOD-TECHNOLOGY.pdf


NPTEL course on 
Fundamentals of Food 
Process Engineering
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Mapping the “Should Know” with course outcomes  

https://nptel.ac.in/courses/126/105/126105011/
https://nptel.ac.in/courses/126/105/126105011/
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1. Write the name/ broad outline of your course
2. Search additional readings will you include for your course? 
3. Categorise the ones that the learners ‘must’, ‘should’, or ‘could’ know

- Enlist the rationale for the references you have chosen
4. Label your categories with appropriate topics

Activity: Identifying LxTs



You just finished a lecture, where students were engaged and seemed to have 
understood the concepts. At the end of the class, you shared various additional 
resources with students in the form of videos, research papers, weblinks using a USB. 
Which of the two scenarios provided below do you expect to benefit more number of 
students?

Activity

Scenario A Scenario B
You explained the students  as 
to how each one of these 
resources provide to them
will help them advance
their learning. 
Following this, you asked
the students to go through
at least two resources.

You explained the students  as to how each one 
of these resources provide to them will help 
them advance their learning.
Following this, you asked the students
to go through at least two resources.
Lastly, you announce in the class that in the next 
class, I am going to take a 5 min quiz based on 
the shared resources.  



Guidelines for creating the Assimilation Quiz

Creating the Assimilitation quiz

https://youtu.be/rjXQrXR3j8Y?t=252
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Design a question based on any one LxT that you have identified.

Activity: Designing Assimilation Quiz
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Presentations and reviews



contact.lcmteam@gmail.com

lcm-model.org
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